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WHAT IS HEALY?

Healy is a holistic frequency device that can support optimal wellness on every
level of your being. 

The next evolution in biohacking, Healy is a quantum self-care tool that acts as a
bridge between the quantum field and our biological body using groundbreaking
technology. 

FDA cleared for use in the management of pain, Healy devices also have a number of
non-medical applications for overall well being.

Developed by Marcus Schmieke, a quantum physicist and Vedic monk, Healy has one
foot in the physical sciences and one foot in the realm of the spiritual ether.  The
place where science meets spirituality is the playground of possibility.  Healy gives us
the ability to tap into that frequency and pair it with our intentions to allow us
sovereign influence over our own well-being.

Here's what Marcus has to say about this technology: 

“All matter consists of energy vibrating at different frequencies. Therefore, Healy
technology is based on my belief that electromagnetic fields vibrating at Quantum
Analyzed Frequencies can provide the body with the information and energy it
needs to harmonize its own energetic self-organization and self-repair. These
specific frequencies can take the Bioenergetic Field of the body to a state of higher
order, manifesting itself in holistic health, wellbeing and vitality.“

The Healy device uses targeted frequencies to support a variety of outcomes ranging
from relief of pain, holistic organ support, balancing of emotions, increased focus
and concentration to nervous system regulation, fitness recovery, sleep support,
stress management, chakra balancing and SO much more.
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"Everything is energy and that's all there is to it. Match the frequency of the
reality you want and you cannot help but get that reality. -ALBERT EINSTEIN
What we think of as our body is actually mostly empty space.  The matter that we do
consist of at its most fundamental level is made up of energy.  Every part of us has a
unique energetic signature that can be quantified in the frequency of this energy. 
 Every tissue type, every organ system, every heartbeat - all boil down to a frequency
code that can be analyzed, interpreted and influenced. 

Under  optimal circumstances, the frequencies emitted by the body support health,
wellness and vitality.  Unfortunately, many of us are not living under ideal
circumstances.  By using targeted frequency support - like what's offered with the
Healy device - we can help ourselves come into resonance with a desired outcome.

The power of frequency to support holistic wellness has been known for a long time,
yet in the 1930's the AMA essentially outlawed frequency, along with herbal medicine
and homeopathy in favor of emerging Pharma. 

The focus became on the chemical rather than the electrical. But the reality is our
body is essentially a motherboard in which electricity travels through the waters and
fascia (mostly composed of crystalline water) of our bodies. 

The voltage of our cells is in direct correlation to our holistic well-being.
Inflammation and dis-ease comes from a decrease in cellular voltage. And,
microcurrent essentially recharges our batteries. 

Raising our cellular voltage increases our cell's membrane potential and this is the
magic of microcurrent before you add on specific targeted frequencies.

With the coil + Mag we add in vector potential waves + pulsed magnetic frequencies,
as well as the scalar with the Healy working through quantum entanglement. Each
delivery system works synergistically to address our entire energetic system as a
whole which then influences, balances + harmonizes the whole of our physical
bodies. 

We gain an incredible amount of sovereignty and agency on our path to greater
physical, mental, emotional + spiritual well-being and radiance.

THE MAGIC OF FREQUENCY
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
The proprietary quantum sensor in the Healy scans a users biofield for
energetic imbalances on a mental, physical and spiritual level.  

The device then compares these imbalances against a group of more than 10
million frequencies and creates personalized user recommendations for the
programs that would best support optimal wellness. 

These frequencies can be delivered to the user via scalar waves across the
quantum field, or directly applied to the body in the form of individualized
microcurrent frequencies.

Delivery of microcurrent frequencies is done through wearable wrist straps
or sticky pads on a localized area for pain management. 

Studies have shown that microcurrent frequencies have the ability to increase
ATP (the primary cellular fuel source) production up to 500%, increase
protein transport 40% and increase protein synthesis within the cell by 70%.
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HEALY MODELS AT A GLANCE

All Healy models can be used with either wrist straps, sticky pads for localized pain programs or
with the optional coil accessory.  Each model also comes with the HealAdvisor search feature as well
as the ability to add custom 'expert' programs.  For a video breakdown of the different models, check
out this link.

A solid Healy device for beginners or for individuals looking for
frequency support at a lower price point.  The Gold device
includes programs for energetic clearing, energy, relaxation,
bioenergetic coherence, pain management and more.

A step above the Gold model, the Holistic edition includes
everything in the Gold plus programs for bioenergetic harmony,
mental balance as well as Traditional Chinese Medicine meridian
lines.

The Resonance device includes all the programs in the Holistic
edition plus support for chakras, Ayurvedic imbalances, sleep,
fitness and additional pain management programs.  The
Resonance model also includes the Resonance analysis module
which allows for the scanning of a users biofield and delivery of
frequencies via the quantum field.

The Resonance Plus includes all Resonance programs plus
additional support for learning & focus as well as skin impurities.  
 This model also includes an Aura module that analyses a users
aura and helps balance the chakras.  Additionally, this model has
the Coach module which helps uncover and dissolve subconscious
blocks that stand between you and an intention statement of your
choosing.  This is a must have for anyone in the wellness space!

The Professional edition is the top model of Healy and comes fully
loaded with 229 programs.  Expanding on the Resonance Plus
offerings, the Professional has a full suite of bioenergetic defense
options, beauty support and digital nutrition programs.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjPuuiyJa2I


HEALY IS ALSO AN OPPORTUNITY FOR 
A NEW PARADIGM OF BIZ

While completely optional,  Healy does also offer an opportunity
to engage in a new paradigm of business.   With zero obligation,
you can sign up to become an Independent Healy World Member
and participate in the company's  generous compensation plan at
your leisure.   

This is  essentially a supercharged affi l iate relationship that
allows you to create an additional  income stream for yourself ,
simply by sharing your love of  the device.

Whether your goal  is  to create an additional  $500 or $5,000 a
month by sharing Healy with others,  there is  ample training,
support and community to help you along the way.

And if  you hear the words MLM or Network Marketing and cringe
(you're not alone,  many of  us are recovering our judgements)
check out this  podcast  with McLean + B on Money Stories and
debunking the low vibes around this  way of  sharing as well  as not
your mama's  mlm. 

You can also check out this  sweet video with founder/creator
Marcus and investor Christian on why they do it  this  way.

In the same way the Healy device is  revolutionizing the quantum
self-care world,  the Healy business model  is  revolutionizing
network marketing.

Don't  want to participate in the business side of  things?  That 's
great,  there 's  zero pressure,  you're absolutely welcome to buy
your Healy device simply as a customer with no further
obligation.   

But,  i f  you are interested in f inding out more,  be sure to ask!
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https://podcasters.spotify.com/pod/show/barneyandflow/episodes/Money-Stories--Energetics--Leveraged-Income-with-McClean-McGown-from-Mother-the-Mother-e23hetc/a-a9pht30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=sUJTLW05dfo&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/ucK72Fijft8


Motherhood Coach, Postpartum Doula, Healy Business Mentor.
Finding freedom through Frequency.

@motherthemother

Steward of cosmic integration + embodied sovereignty. Tools For Being
Human. Cosmic Trinity, Human Design + Astrology lens. Weaving self
discovery, deconditioning + authentic wholism through vibrational
alignment. By your side for the intentional architecting + honoring of
the (often messy) human experience.

Barney + Flo(w)
@barneyandflow

McLean

Amanda  'B' 

Nervous system wellness educator and expert companion to cycle
breaker mothers, helping them embody their role as the sacred creatrix
of their family. 

@theradicalmothervillage

Christa

Victoria
Mother, Mystic & Maker. Biofield Tuning and Human Design. Cosmic
Conduit & Sonic Psychonaut. Plant Witch.

@victoriakeenstudio

MEET THE AURIC ALCHEMY TEAM
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https://www.instagram.com/motherthemother/
https://www.barneyandflow.com/
https://www.instagram.com/barneyandflow/


DISCLAIMER
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 The analysis  and harmonization in the Information Field by the
Healy device  is  not  intended to  cure,  treat,  mitigate,  diagnose or
prevent  any disease or  medical  condition.   

It  is  intended to  give  the user the option,  in  a  holistic  context,  to
derive helpful  information from  f indings from the Information Field.   
Each user should determine,  based on their  won experience,  whether
the application seems to  be helpful  for  them or not.   

Information from the Healy device  should always be critically
questioned,  and,  i f  necessary,  verified with further procedures.   

It  should not  be treated as  a  substitute  for  professional  medical
advice,  diagnosis  or  treatment.   You should always seek such advice
from a qualif ied medical  professional .


